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The National Situation 

• Availability of in-person GED® testing reduced significantly 

during the pandemic due to state shutdowns resulting in test 

center closures.  

• Many individuals are wary of an in-person testing due to health 

concerns.

• People need a good option to test in order to take the next steps 

in life, i.e. enroll in college, find a job, change jobs, join the 

military, etc. 
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Online Proctored (OP) GED® Test: 
The Basics

• Test-takers can take the GED test from the comfort of their 
home or other location that meets the criteria

• What is it? The GED test is delivered online and is continually 
monitored by a trained proctor and artificial intelligence 

• Who is administering the test? GED Testing Service is 
contracting with OnVUE (part of Pearson VUE) to deliver the 
Online Proctored GED exams.

• We are not moving away from the traditional in-person test 
center model.
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Online Proctored Testing Numbers 

• The OP GED Test started in late May. To date more than 37,000 
individuals have taken OP GED test and over 95,000 total OP 
tests delivered. 

• Thus far in 2021, 35% of the GED tests delivered nationally 
have been via OP test delivery. 

• OP test-takers are passing each subject test rates higher than 
in-person test-takers
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Online Proctored Testing Benefits

• Appointments are available 24/7

• Test-takers can cancel or reschedule their appointment up to 15 
minutes before their scheduled appointment time

• Test from the comfort of home, or other location that meets the OP 
testing criteria. This creates fewer transportation issues for 
many learners.

• Mix and match scores from in-person tests and OP tests means 
more total opportunities in each subject area if needed.

• The forms for O.P. and CBT are different, but equal content and rigor

• GED test vouchers currently work in the same manner, whether you 
are testing in-person at a test center or via OP
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Taking an OP GED Test: How it Works 

• Students register and schedule their OP test via their ged.com 
account

• Requires a laptop or desktop computer with a 
camera/microphone and stable internet connection.

• Must be in an enclosed room with a door than can be shut, quiet 
environment, no other individuals in the room

• Students must complete a system check at the time of their 
appointment to ensure their system will support delivery of an 
OP exam. 

https://ged.com/educators_admins/test_admin/
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Online Proctored GED Test Pilot 
Key Information

• Students must earn a score of 145 or higher on the GED Ready 
test within the past 60 days in any subject area(s) they wish to 
take via OP. Only required before the 1st OP attempt in a subject 
area. 

• Available to any student who is 16+ 

• Available in English and Spanish 

• Most test accommodations available 

• OP test price in each state is the same price as in-person test 
price. Note, discounted retests not available for OP testing (in-
person discounted retests available as normal)

• GED test vouchers will work for OP testing or in-person at a test 
center
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Key Information for Minors  

OP Check-in Process for Minors

• 16 & 17 year old's must have a parent or guardian present at the 
check-in process of their OP test.

• Parent or guardian must provide verbal consent on camera to 
the greeter to allow the minor to take the OP test

• Parent of guardian must show their government issued ID

• Once this is complete the parent or guardian steps out of the 
room. 
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Policy Highlights –
Check-in ID Requirements

Students, when checking in, must provide a picture (captured at 
the time of check-in), a picture of their photo ID, and pictures of 
their workspace used for testing

• IDs must be government issued. We are allowing expired IDs due to 
the pandemic

• They must include name, DOB, signature and photograph

• Primary forms of ID accepted include:
• Passport

• Driver’s license

• Learner’s permit

• National/State/Country identification card
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Calculator, Scratch Pad & Virtual White 
Board 

➢Only the on-screen calculator may be used with O.P. tests
• Handheld calculators are not allowed for security reasons

• The on-screen calculator is the same as on the GED Ready and we 
have our calculator tutorial (link provided on resource slides)

➢On-screen scratch pad & virtual whiteboard can be used with 
O.P. tests

• Students cannot use physical scratch paper or dry erase boards for 
security reasons 
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Onscreen Whiteboard –
About Page
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Retesting: OP & In-Person

Online Proctored Testing:

• Test-takers have 2 attempts per subject area to pass before a 

60-day wait period

• Discounted retests do not apply to OP tests

• GED Ready Green score of 145 or higher, within the past 60 

days, is needed prior to the first OP attempt per subject attempt 

only

In-Person Testing:

• 3 attempts per subject area before 60-day wait period

• Discounted retests 

• No GED Ready requirement before 1st GED test 

• GED Ready tests may be required in some states, due to local state rules
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Accommodations – Online Proctored Test

Available Accommodations for OP GED Testing:

• Most all applicable accommodations available for in-

person testing are also available to OP test-takers

• Extra time: 25%, 50% & 100%

• Additional breaks

• Private room is a built-in accommodation with OP, and is not 

an applicable/needed accommodation

Additional time and additional breaks comprise a large % of 

accommodation requests and accommodations granted 
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Preparing Your Students

• Make your students aware of the OP testing option

• Discuss differences of OP testing vs in-person

• Make students aware of OP test resources

• Educators can help ensure students who plan to test via OP 
are prepared by having a GED Ready score of 145 or higher

• OP testing may not the best option for all students on all test 
subjects
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Helping Your Students Have a 
Successful OP Testing Experience

• Encourage students to start the check-in process 30 minutes before 
their scheduled appointment time

• No unscheduled breaks are allowed. Once a student’s test begins
they cannot get up and leave their seat or leave the room.

• No one else can be in the room or enter the room while the test is 
ongoing

• No cell phones allowed once testing begins

• No pen/pencil & paper allowed

• No handheld calculator

• A glass of water is allowed, but no food or other drinks
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The 5 Things Every Educator Needs to
Know to Help Students Take an O.P. Test

1. Tell them that the O.P. GED test option is available to them

2. They can find all the info they need about at GED.com under 
“About the Test” or on their GED.com account

3. Before test day students should practice with the Whiteboard tool 
to get comfortable before they test

4. Complete the online system check before scheduling – to ensure 
their equipment works properly

5. The content on the O.P. test is the same content they’d see when 
testing in person
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RESOURCES & 
ADDITIONAL 

INFORMATION
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https://home.pearsonvue.com/onvue/whiteboard
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Virtual Calculator Tutorial –
Same Calculator (TI-XS30) Built into GED Ready

https://ged.com/calculator_tutorial
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Spanish Online GED Testing Information 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=viswR-Tx6qQ
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Check-in is now available en ESP

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=viswR-Tx6qQ


Resources – Online Proctored GED Test Pilot
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• Remember to visit the website for:
• OP vs CBT Policy differences one pager 

• Full System check link 

• Onscreen Whiteboard practice tool 

https://ged.com/educators_admins/test_admin/

https://ged.com/educators_admins/test_admin/
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Resource – Online Proctored GED Test Pilot
Policy Differences Fact Sheet

https://ged.com/wp-content/uploads/OP-Pilot-and-CBT-Policy-Differences-Fact-Sheet-March-2021DW.pdf



Student 
Experience
Online proctored 
GED® test pilot 
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Student Home Page
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Learn More Page



Learn More: What’s Needed
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Learn More: How It Works
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Student Clicks “Prepare Workspace” 
& Sees "About" Page
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Student Scores Green on GED Ready Test
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Student Clicks Schedule Test & Sees Testing
Options
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Student Clicks Schedule Online Test
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Select Appointment Time
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Student Reviews Appointment Details & 
GEDTS Policies Pop-Up
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Student Chooses Method of Payment
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Shows If a Student Enters 100% Promo 
Code, Student Clicks Next
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Test Appointment Confirmation
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Run System Test – now in Spanish
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Activity Card Student Sees On Day of Test
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Rules Reminder Video Automatically Plays 
When Test is Launched
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Check In for Test
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Enter Access Code & Mobile Phone
Number
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Verify Age & Begin System Check In
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Passed System Check
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Student Enters Mobile Number
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After Uploading Photos Student Directed to 
Click Refresh Onscreen
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Student Is Now Following Photo Capture 
Instructions On Their Mobile

These Instructions Appear on Mobile After ID Photos Taken

• Ensure you are not disturbed by anyone.

• Clear notes, note-taking boards and equipment.

• Disconnect extra monitors, projectors and televisions.

• Place food and smoking equipment out of sight.

• Move electronic devices, headphones and watches out of arm's 
reach
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Student Must Agree to Exam Rules
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• No one is permitted in your work 
area for any reason

• You may not leave your work area 
for any reason

• You cannot use scratch paper, take 
physical notes or talk

• Place mobiles, headphones and 
watches out of reach

• Food, drinks, smoking and gum 
are prohibited

I agree that breaking these rules will 
result in my exam being revoked



Launch Exam
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Close all applications running on 
your computer, except for 
OnVUE

All other applications on your 
machine must be shut down, 
web browsers, messaging apps 
and virtual machines

Once you have closed all other 
applications, click the “Launch 
exam” button



Now Waiting for a Proctor
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Additional Information and Training 
Opportunities

• COABE P.D. Session- Meeting the Challenge of Taking

the O.P. GED Test
• Wednesday (tomorrow) at 8am Central

• Presented by Debi Faucette and Susan Pittman

• Upcoming OP Tuesdays for Teachers Special Edition

Webinar

• For a slightly deeper dive into the most recent OP program policies 
and information, watch the In Session newsletter and emails to sign 
up for the special T4T session

• Tuesday, March 30

• Presented by Chris Blaisdell (GEDTS) with other contributors
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Questions?

Contact Information:
scott.salesses@ged.com

(781) 296-9357


